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MORAL SUPPORT
A friend writes as follows:
"On the declaration of war you had advised giving moral
support to Britain. Many persons never understood the implications
of such support. You have never explained them either, so far
as I know, I am a regular reader of Harijanbandku, but I have not
seen a clear explanation there. Everyone puts his own interpretation
on the words. At the last sitting of the Gujarat Provincial Congress
Committee the leaders said: cBapu was ready to give moral support
to Britain. What else has the Congress done in its latest resolution?
As a matter of fact, the Congress asks for more than it promises
to give. Bapu was willing to give all for nothing.' If war is itself
a wrong act, how can it deserve moral support 6r blessings? In
the Mahabharata, was the help that Lord Krishna gave to Arjuna
moral, or was it more destructive than the deadliest weapons of
war?"
I did explain in Harijan what I meant by moral support.
It is possible that the explanation did not appear in Harijan-*
bartdhu. In my English writings things are often left to be
understood. The ellipsis need, however, to be brought out
in translations.
Broadly speaking, Britain could have had moral sup-
port from the Congress, if only she had acted justly towards
India, There was no spirit of bargaining in my proposal
because the help was not offered in exchange for anything.
Suppose my friend possesses moral strength which he
has acquired through tapasya. And suppose I am in need
of this strength. I shall not get it from him for the asking.
He may always be ready to give it to me, but if I have not
the capacity within me to take it from him* how shall I ever
obtain it ? Moral support cannot really be given in the sense
of giving. It automatically comes to him who is qualified
to take it. And such a one can take it in abundance.
The Congress has this moral reservoir. The accep-
tance of the creed of truth and non-violence has been its
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